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unlike the first viva pinata, this one is not really about the task at hand. it's a candy simulator, a garden simulator, and a
pinata simulator. that's it. you buy a pack of seedlings, grow them into pinatas, and then watch them eat candy. oh, and
there's the whole digging thing too. in the garden, you'll have to plant seeds, grow plants, manage water, buy seeds and

plants, feed and breed, and use a variety of tools to get the job done. there are a lot of different plants to grow and the game
doesn't really give you a lot of direction on how to do any of this. there's no tutorial or walkthrough to help you out. if you're
not too familiar with gardening, it can be a bit confusing at times. the concept is simple, but the execution is innovative. you
start with a handful of seedlings. as you feed and nurture them into pinatas, you'll watch as they grow and take on their own

personalities. there are five different types of pinatas in viva pinata: flower-headed, vegetable-headed, flower-tailed, bird-
headed, and whale-headed. these piata types have different needs, and you'll have to feed them accordingly. pinata is an

animal/plant hybrid that looks a lot like a piata with a head. the pinatas are cute, but the animal parts are often a bit
disturbing. the piata's front legs are usually made of a big flower pot, and their back legs are covered in what looks like a

small frying pan. the piata's head is a very large bird's, and the piata's body is usually made of a small pumpkin. each piata
has a preference for candy, and you'll have to feed them the appropriate candy to make them happy. as the piata matures,

you'll be able to start breeding it, and you'll be able to unlock some more options in the garden menu.
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